Let A be a finitely presented reduced commutative /c-algebra and J an ideal in A . If A embeds in AfJ then 7=0.
Statement of the problem
We consider the following situation that arose in a technical context in [B] .
K = a commutative ring.
A-a commutative AT-algebra. J = an ideal in A . f:A-> A/J is an injective .K-algebra homomorphism.
We want to conclude that J = 0 under suitable finiteness assumptions.
(1.1) Theorem. Assume:
(FP) A is a finitely presented K-algebra; and (Red) A is reduced (i.e., all nilpotent elements are zero).
Then 7 = 0.
The following examples illustrate the necessity of the hypotheses (FP) and (Red).
(1.2) Example. Let (xn)n>0 be a sequence of indeterminates, A = K[(xn)n>0], J = AXq, so that A/J -K [xx, x2, x3, ...] , and define f:A-r A/J by f(xn) -xn+x (mod J) for zz > 0. Here A is reduced (and finitely related), but not finitely generated. I do not know if one can relax (FP) and require only that A be finitely generated. to be the AT-algebra homomorphism such that f(x) = x , f(u) = u, and u ,uv,v) is a finitely presented /T-algebra, but A is not reduced.
The proof of ( 1.1 ) is carried out first in the case when K is noetherian, and then concluded by a reduction to the noetherian case.
2. Proof of (1.1) when K is noetherian We may assume that K c A, so K is also reduced. To show that 7 = 0 we can localize, and so assume that K is local, say with maximal ideal m , and further that 7=0 for all primes p ^ m in K. It follows then that 7 is annihilated by some power of m , and hence by m itself, since A is reduced:
(1) mJ = 0.
Next we may assume that 7 is maximal among ideals of A for which there is a K-algebra embedding /: A -> A/J . Since f(A) = A is reduced the composite A -> A/J -» A/\fl is injective, so 7 = \fl, by maximality. Write For i e E = {1, ... , z*} we can, in view of (4), choose a(i) e E so that P<j(i) c 0/ ' anc* hence also, by (5), Case 1. Em = E . Then m = f)tpl c fl,-F; = 0, so K is a field. For a finitely generated /C-algebra ß put t(B) = V transedegK(B/P), where F ranges over the minimal primes of B. Then we have t(A/J) < t(A) < t(A/J), the latter because of the embedding of A into A/J . Hence t(A/J) = t(A). Since A is reduced it follows easily that 7 = 0, whence our result in this case. Hence / induces a .^-algebra embedding
By induction on r = Card(F) we conclude that J'/L -0, that is J' -L and therefore, by irredundancy, (9) Qi = Pa(i) for all zeFm.
Combined with (7), this gives C2, = Pau\ for all i e E; hence o: E ^ E is a permutation, and 7 = fj, Ô, = H, ^, = 0.
In applying induction on r, we need to check the initial case, r = 1 when J = Qx D Px = 0. Since zn7 = 0 either m ^ 0, so 7 = 0 (.4 is an integral domain) or m = 0, and we are as in Case 1 above.
Reduction to the noetherian case
Write A = S/L where S = K[xx, ... , xn] is a polynomial A^-algebra, and L = Y^7=i $ Si is a finitely generated ideal. We have 7 = 7,/L for some ideal 7, of S. The A^-algebra embedding f: A = S/L -* A/J = S/Jx sends (x;modL) to (/z/mod71) for some p{ e S (i = I, ... , n). We first treat: Case 1. 7, is a finitely generated ideal.
Suppose 7, = J2ri=[Shr Let K' be a "large" finitely generated (hence noetherian) subring of K so that S' -K'[xx, ... , xj contains all g¡, h¡, pi. Put L' = ££, S'g, and 7,' = (£j_, S'A,) + L'. Since / is well defined we have g¡ (Pi, ■■■ >PjeJi (i=l,...,m) .
After enlarging K', if necessary, we obtain gi(px,...,pn)€j'x (/'= 1, ... , m).
Thus we have a well-defined TC'-algebra homomorphism f'.À = S'/L' -> 5'/7; = A'/(J'X/L').
Let Ker(/') = H/L', where the ideal H of S' is finitely generated, since S' is noetherian; suppose 77 = J2i=x S'uf. Since / = K ®K, f is injective we have ut e L (i -I, ... , t). By enlarging K1 again we can make ui e L1 (i =\, ... ,f), and render f injective. Now by the noetherian case of (1.1) we conclude that J[/L' = 0, that is j[ = L'. Since 7, = S • J[ we conclude also that 7, = L, hence 7 = 0, as we set out to show.
To finish the proof we now make a reduction to Case 1. Let f(A) = Sx/Jx , where Sx is a sub-AT-algebra of S. Since A is finitely generated we can choose a finitely generated Â>algebra Sj c S, that projects onto Sx /7, . Putting j[ = 7, n5¡ we then have /I = f(A) = S[/j'x. Since ^4 is finitely presented and 5¡ is finitely generated (as A^-algebras) it follows that J'x is a finitely generated ideal of S'x . Thus (J'x • S) + L is a finitely generated S-ideal. Let 72 be any finitely generated S-ideal such that (7, • S) + L c 72 c 7, . Since 7[ n S'x -j[ it follows that J2f)S'x -J[ also. Hence the image of S'x in S/J2 -A/(J2/L) is isomorphic to S'x/Jx' = ^. Thus we can apply Case 1 to A with 7 = Jx/L replaced by 72/L, and conclude that J2 = L. However, we are free to enlarge 72 by adding any new generator from Jx . Thus we see that 7, = L, that is 7 = 0, as we set out to confirm.
